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Y9 English Language
Key Quotes and Writer’s
Craft
‘Dragged his paws heavily’.
‘I get to tend the rabbits’.
‘She had ostrich feathers on her
slippers’.
‘When I get that old, I wish
someone’d shoot me’.
‘Guys like us, that work on ranches,
are the loneliest guys in the world’.
I got you to look after me and you
got me to look after you’.
‘Guy don’t need no sense to be a
nice fella’.
‘Lennie, who had been watching,
imitated George exactly’.
‘a gut goes nuts if he ain’t got
nobody.

Themes

Responsibility.

Plot

1

Chapter

Unit: Of Mice And Men.
Key concepts, ideas
and context

Details
George and Lennie travel to Soledad, looking
for work.

2

George and Lennie arrive at a ranch and meet
the other characters.

3

George and Candy make plans. Candy’s dog is
shot.

4

The men go into town. The isolated
characters – the ‘outsiders’ – talk in Crooks’
barn.

5

Lennie kills Curley’s Wife and runs away.

6

Lennie returns to the pool from Chapter 1
that leads to a tragic death.

Oppression.
Togetherness.
Racism.
Sexism.
Loneliness.
Parallel.

Characters
George- One of the main characters in the book. He is Lennies’ best friend
and looks after him.
Lennie- He is a big and strong character but not the smartest. Is looked after
by George as if he is a child.
Curley- The Boss’s son. He is small and aggressive towards other characters.
Curley’s Wife- The wife of Curley. Curley’s wife is a lonely character who
flirts for companionship.
Candy- The oldest person on the farm. He lost his hand in an accident.
Crooks- The only black man in the novella. He is treated badly because of his
race and is separated from the other characters.
Slim- The voice of reason in the novella. Slim is in charge of the workers.

Wall Street Crash
The Wall Street Crash was
an event in American
history whereby the
banking system of America
crashed. This meant that a
lot of people lost jobs and
property and had nowhere
to turn. As poverty took a
hold of America, people
were forced to walk from
state to state to look for
work.
The Great Depression
The Great Depression
relates to the time after
the Wall Street Crash. As
stated above, because of a
lack of jobs that were
being provided by the
state, people were forced
to migrate to other states
for work.
The American Dream
Born out of all this poverty
was the American Dream.
Conditions were so harsh
for people that they
longed for a better life, a
life where they could go
‘from rags to riches’. This
transition from a poor life
to a rich life was called
The American Dream.

Vocabulary
Word
Migrant

A travelling worker.

Foreshadowing

The indication of a future
event.

Characterisation

What a character says and
does that contributes to
how that character is
presented.
E.G: Lennie is characterised
as a dangerous character.

Cyclical Structure

When something goes in a
circle and returns to the
same point at which it
started.
When something is not able
to produce a useful resultpointless.

Futile

Morality

Knowing what is right and
wrong.

Symbolism

The use of symbols (these
can come in the form of
objects/animals/materials) to
represent an idea or quality.

Satire

To make fun (mock)
something.

Allegory

When a story has a hidden
meaning behind it.
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Brownfield Site – A development site where older buildings are demolished or renovated
before a new development takes place
Greenfield Site – A plot of land that has not been used before for building
Green belt – A government policy used to prevent the spread of cities into the countryside.

Should we use brownfield sites or Greenfield sites?

Greenfield Site

Brownfield Site

Advantages

 Improves the image of an area
as derelict sites are improved
 Reduces ‘urban sprawl’ as
houses are not built on the
greenbelt
 Utilities such as water and
electricity supplies already in
place
 Existing buildings can be used
for housing
 No existing buildings to clear
away
 Building not restricted as there
is lots of open space
 Land unlikely to have been
polluted by previous use

Disadvantages

 Increases demand on existing
housing
 Increases demand on public
transport
 Increases cars on city roads

Planning for Garden Cities – In 2014 the government
announced 3 new garden cities would be built. One
site was Plasdwr Village in Cardiff:

Benefits:
• 7000 homes / open space
• 4 schools / sports and healthcare
• Shops and parks
• Local Jobs and Services (shops/parks)
Probems:
• Built on greenfield site
• Concerns on wildlife, traffic and pressure
on services
• Expensive - £2billion
Which site would you suggest for a new housing
development?

 May change the character of the
area for existing residents
 Could reduce farmland
 Slow to get planning permission
 Potential damage to habitats –
wildlife affected
 Increases overall use of cars –
congestion increases

Which of the two sites is the most sustainable for new developments such as housing?

Site B
Site A

Y9 RE and Philosophy
Christian Beliefs
Key Words

Ascension

Jesus returning to be with God in heaven after the crucifixion

Omnipotent

God’s nature as all-powerful

Atonement

Making things better after sinning, asking for forgiveness from God

Original Sin

The built-in tendency to do wrong which comes from Eve’s disobedience

Benevolent

God’s nature as all-loving

Resurrection

Jesus returning from the dead after he was crucified

Crucifixion

Jesus’ execution by the Romans on the cross

Salvation

Being saved from sin and given eternal life in heaven by God

Incarnation

God becoming flesh in the form of Jesus Christ

Sin

Any thought or action which goes against God’s will

Just

God’s nature as fair

Trinity

God’s nature as three-parts-in-one, the Father, Son and Holy Spirit

Nature of God

The Trinity

Incarnation and Crucifixion

Resurrection and Ascension

Sin and Salvation

Key Ideas
- Christians believe in one God who is the creator and the sustainer of all that exists
- God is omnipotent which means they are almighty and have unlimited power
- God is benevolent which means they are all-loving and all-good
- God is just which means they are a perfect and fair judge
- The Problem of Suffering asks if God is all these things why do they allow bad things to happen to good and innocent people?
- Christians believe God is three persons in one. This idea is called the Trinity.
- Each person of the Trinity is fully God but the three persons of the Trinity are not the same.
- The Father is the creator of all life
- The Son is Jesus Christ who is both fully human and fully God
- The Holy Spirit is the unseen power of God at work in the world, especially answering prayers
“We believe in one God, Father, Son and Holy Spirit” – The Nicene Creed
Crucifixion
Incarnation
- Jesus travelled to Jerusalem to preach and he was sentenced to death by Pontius Pilate
- Christians believe that God was incarnated (born) in human form as Jesus Christ
- Jesus was then nailed to a cross where he died.
- Mary was impregnated by the Holy Spirit and gave birth as a virgin – for Christians
- In his last moments Jesus was able to forgive those who were killing him showing
this is proof of Jesus’ status as the son of God
Christians how important forgiveness is
- Christmas is the festival that celebrates the incarnation
- This event is remembered on Good Friday
“The word became flesh” – John 1:14
“Forgive them father, they know not what they do” – Luke 23:34
Resurrection
Ascension
- After Jesus was dead and buried Christians believe he rose from the dead – this is
- Forty days after he rose from the dead Jesus ascended (went up) into heaven
the resurrection
- Early on the Sunday three women visited his tomb expecting to find his body but it was
not there
A belief in resurrection and ascension ...
- After his resurrection Jesus appeared to his disciples and told them to spread the word
- Shows life after death is real
of him
- Assures Christians they will rise again after death and live on in the afterlife
- This event is celebrated on Easter Sunday
- Leads Christians to try and lead a good life
“He is risen” – Christians say this to each other on Easter Sunday
- Christians believe you are judged after you die (see Religion and Life) and how well or badly you have lived and treated others decides if you go to heaven or hell
- Sin is any action or thought that goes against God’s will, Christians can look in the Bible for advice on what is a sin e.g. murder (you shall not kill) and adultery (cheating, you
shall not commit adultery)
- God gave humans free will but they should use that freedom to make good choices and not sin
- Salvation is the idea that Jesus’s crucifixion saves human beings from eternal damnation
- The death of Jesus made up for original sin – the idea that we were all damned by Eve’s choice to disobey God – it allows us to atone for sins and reach eternal life in heaven

Y9 French

Make sure you can use these structures independently in your writing and your speaking!

Y9 German

Make sure you can use these structures independently in your writing and your speaking!

Y9 BTEC Sport

Y9 Performing Arts
Job Role

Costume
Designer

Who they Work
with

Main roles and
responsibilities

Director

Must know the play/production very well.
Select costume considering fabrics/colours that are
right for the character, place and era that the
play/production is set.
Produces sketches so that the Director can see what
the Characters will look like against each other.
Produce sample costumes for characters to try on.
Discuss effects of the lighting on the costume.
Select appropriate props to enhance the performers’
character.

Production
Designer
Lighting
Designer

Lighting
Designer

Job Roles & Types of Lighting

Production
Designer

Must know the play/production very well.
Work closely with the Director to understand what
they want to communicate in each scene and where the
focus of the action onstage should be.
Director
They also work closely with the Set Designer, as they
both play such a large role in the visual impact of a
production.
Set Designer
Design the lighting cues.
1.
A sudden change to a different lighting state is
called a snap.
2.
A slow change where one state overlaps another
is called a fade.
Choreographer
Stage
Create dance / routines.
Manager
Translate emotions into movements, making sure the
steps follow the rhythm.
Performers
Schedule and attend rehearsals for Dancers.
Choreograph and stage the production with the
Director
Training and exercising.
Attend pre-show production meetings
Take into account the different scenic elements that
may have an impact on the choreography e.g. set props
Stage Manager
Production
Schedule and run rehearsals.
Arrange costume fittings
‘Prompt Script’ - this
Manage the props and design budgets by liaising with
is the book that has
production manager.
notes of all the
Manager
Supervise all theatre equipment coming into the
actors cues/moves,
Director
theatre and being removed (lighting, set, sound).
when props/lighting
Compile and operate Prompt Script.
and sound is
Costume/Sound/L Good knowledge of Health and Safety Regulations.
required.
ighting
Liaise with staff at the venue of the production.
Designers

Lighting / Type
of Lighting

Coloured Gels

Gobo

Spot
Lighting

Fresnel
Lighting

Flood
Lighting

Strobe
Lighting

Picture Example

Key Information
Coloured gels can be added to the front of
some lanterns so that they throw coloured
light onto the stage.
A Gobo is a sheet inserted on a frame at
the front of the light with a design cut into
it. It filters the light, creating a picture
effect on the stage.
For example, could be cut to create strips
of light onstage which look like the bars of a
prison.
Has a hard-edged effect, used to light
characters or elements on the stage.
Coloured filters can be used with this lamp.

Used for a softer edged effect, with a
diffusing lens in front of the lamp. It's useful
for good overall light when used with
others. Coloured filters can be used with
this lamp.
Produces a clear wide-angled light, but
there’s little control over the spread of the
light. Coloured filters can be used with this
lamp.

A flashing light, used for special effects. It’s
often used to give the effect of old movies.
It produces a jerky effect on the
movements of actors when used on its own.

Y9 Art

Drawing Challenge.

Art

Ways of drawing!
1. Create a drawing blind.
2. Draw using a continuous line.
3. Draw using your opposite hand.
4. Drawing with both hands.
5. Extend your pencil on a ruler to draw from a
distance.
6. Overlap two or more of your drawings.
7. Make a textured drawing.
8. Draw on a mixed media surface
9. Produce a tonal drawing.
10. Produce a crosshatching drawing.
11. Produce a line drawing.
12. Draw and observe something for 10 seconds.
13. Draw and observe something for 60 seconds.
14. Draw and observe something for 10 minutes.
15. Only draw the space around an object.
16. Make an expressive drawing.
17. Draw in the style of an artist from Watch and
Learn.
18. Draw using just a pen.
19. Draw using just hot colours.
20. Draw using just charcoal.
21. Draw in an abstract way.
22. Draw using the style of pointillism.
23. Create a rhythmic drawing.
24. Create a doodle/scribble drawing.
25. Draw the darkest drawing.
26. Draw the lightest drawing.
27. Draw an object by zooming in on it and fill the
page.
28. Draw a hard object with soft lines.
29. Draw something in a very realistic way.
30. Draw something in a very realistic way and
rub parts out.

Project overview.
Your task is to create your own independent observational sketchbook, with the emphasis on drawing. The observational
skills used in creating your sketchbook will improve your overall art work. These tasks (on the left), will allow you to build up
your creative confidence and mastery of drawing that you can use in future projects. There are 30 tasks and your aim is to fill
your sketch book full of creative observational and investigative drawing, using a variety of materials. You must draw from
first hand observation, so drawing from photographs is not allowed. We want fresh and original outcomes! The Watch and
Learn videos (below) will help you!

Watch and learn.
Learn to draw basics - Pear Drawing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5-j3HB6SFUw
Pinterest is a great way to collect the work of
individual artists or themes or cultures. These
images can motivate you and help formulate
the kinds of drawing and painting that you
enjoy and are inspired by.
Task: Create your own Pinterest boards on your
own favourite Artists, cultures and inspirations.

Drawing style / Marlene Dumas
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6vwwJ4uSreo
Drawing style / Alison Lambert
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TIRo26-7EUo
Drawing style / Shin KwangHo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZPy4Ygql4w
Art journal and ink sketchbook flip through
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W4jQq-4j5Y4

Mixed Media Art Journal - Make a Shaped Page
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oaQzP0WzubQ

Y9 Photography

The Challenge.
Project Overview.

Your task is to create your own independent bank of photographic images. The observational skills used
in taking these photographs will improve your overall photography work. These challenges (on the left)
will also allow you to build up a portfolio of images, that you can use in future projects. There are 30
themes and your aim is to take over 50+ pictures per challenge. Two per half term is recommended or you
could be an absolute inspiration and do more! You should consider skills such as, line, tone, composition
and viewpoint, when taking your series of work. Be creative and be inspired!

Watch and learn.
Photography Challenge

Rules of framing and composition
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fM64ycm7tz4
Composition in photography
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a-3zOuqaUBY
The Best Camera Settings for Incredible iPhone Photos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RAZtIIe-XHs

Pinterest is a great way to collect the work of individual
photographers, themes or cultures. These images can
motivate you and help formulate the kinds of photography
that you enjoy and are inspired by.
Task: Create your own Pinterest boards on your own
favourite photographers, cultures and inspirations.

Meet the photographic greats/ Paul Strand
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pm7CEt2okuc
Meet the photographic greats/ Edward Weston
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eFd5h0JRdKg
Meet the photographic greats/ Josef Koudelka

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CVNZNi8gXp8
Meet the photographic greats/ Josef Sudek
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OZG7eqoVKQY

Y9 Design Technology

Y9 Art and Design: Textiles

Y9 IMedia

Y9 Hospitality and Catering
AC 1.1
The Structure of the hospitality and
catering industry

Understanding the environment in which the hospitality and catering providers operate.

AC 1.1
Styles of Service

AC 1.1
Suppliers to hospitality & catering

AC 1.1
Standards and ratings

AC 1.1
Styles of Service

